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Abstract-Software Communication Architecture (SCA)
provides a framework for developing Software Defined Radios
(SDR). Theoretically, SCA compliant SDRs are supposed to have

the capability of self-configuring and switching from one wireless

protocol to any other. However, conventional SDRs running
standard upper layer protocol stack fail to switch wireless
protocols on the fly retaining all the connections and incur large
delay. In this paper, we propose a mechanism for wireless

In this paper, we therefore propose a mechanism of network

switching for SCA compliant SDR which overcomes the above

proles.
Thtw is, pro posal ensureswreplacement of
wireless network protocol or network switching without
affecting an SDR's operation. This essentially complies with
the definition of hot swapping or hot plugging in general.

Therefore, we name our proposal as network hot swapping. At

protocol switching that is free from these problems. We base our '

approach on dual or multiple antennas operable by SDR software.
The main contribution of this paper is the Hot Swapping
Middleware (HSM) that ensures seamless switching between
wireless protocols without affecting the application performance.
HSM manages IP addressing issues transparently and ensures in
order delivery of data packets without loss. Our proposal is free
from any requirement of infrastructure support, light weight and

easily SCA component upgradeable. Experiments show that our
proposal improves the total data transfer of applications in an
SDR by more than 25%.

the base of our approach lies dual or multiple antennas
operable by different SDR software. The main contribution of
this paper is the Hot Swapping Middleware (HSM) that
ensures seamless switching between wireless protocols without
affecting the application performance.
.

. .
ability of

cotfswapping
e
hardare oreconfigurability and upgradeability ofthe software components.
m

Software hot swap infrastructure provides an auto-managed
mechanism to reconfigure or upgrade software, component
wise, in such a way that the operation of the whole software is
I. INTRODUCTION
not interrupted. It is highly desirable that the downtime to be
With the expansion of different wireless networking zero or near to zero.
Software radio brings a band of waveform from antenna and
technologies, Software Defined Radio (SDR) has been gaining
processes
that in software [1-7]. Because of the software
in
increasing attention recent years. JTRS has played a pivotal
role in the process through their standard Software processing, it is possible to reconfigure a software radio for
many different wave forms. It is easily possible to configure a
ahandheld
to be a GSM handset or a WLAN receiver. But
Communication d ArchlopitecSofture eDefinedRadis
(SCDes
current
software radios cannot do network switching on the fly,
are
Theoretically, SCA compliant SDRs are supposed to have the retaining all the connections. The radio turns off network
capability of self-configuring and switching from one wireless activities, configures itself for a different protocol and then
protocol to another [1-7]. However, conventional SDRs starts working again. Although, some similar efforts are found
running standard upper layer protocol stack like TCP/IP, fail to in the literature in the name of vertical hand off [8-13] for non
switch wireless protocol on the fly without affecting the software radios, all of those demand external infrastructure
support. Multi-homing techniques [8-10] require transport
application performance.
Usually, each wireless protocol switch involves a change in layer of every intermediary hosts/server to be modified and
the IP address of the SDR device unless both wireless access thus they incur very high deployment cost. Mobile IP based
points and base stations belong to the same network. A change solutions [12-13] deploy home agents and foreign agents to
in the IP address results in a discontinuation of traditional assure zero packet loss. However, they cannot guarantee zero
connection oriented protocols like TCP. This problem may be delay. These types of solutions also require infrastructural
solved by Mobile IP [12-13] or USHA [11] at the cost of change that may not be possible to achieve. USHA [11]
infrastructure requirement and large hand off latency. Also, provides a middleware based solution using IP-tunneling on
UDP. It provides seamless network traffic for both horizontal
their adoption causes data loss due to large handoff latency.
Infrastructure requirement is expensive and difficult to nand vertical handoff. This solution seems to be good, but it also
deploy in practice. On the other hand, large handoff latency hnofsltosaentaporae fw okfraslto
causes data loss which ultimately leads to degradation mn confined within the mobile host.
Quality of Service (QoS) as experienced by the application.
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So, in this paper, we present a middleware based hot Now, as the user moves from one network to another e.g.
swapping mechanism for protocol stack switching. Our WLAN to GPRS in Fig. 1, several situations may occur:
* IP may change (i.e. WLAN to GPRS or vice versa)
proposed solution needs zero infrastructure support but ensures
zero packet loss. We present the mechanism in an SCA
* TCP session will be interrupted due to IP change
* Source needs to be informed about destination SDR's
compliant radio; because SCA provides a modularized,
new IP
platform independent radio definition which is indispensable
* Loss of packets due to network switching
for any hot swapping architecture [5].
But we want to provide seamless network transfer. The
challenges that lie here are providing uninterrupted TCP
session and zero packet loss without taking support of any
external proxy or middleware. The physical challenge is
configuring dual network interface simultaneously which is
___Lg z / @ V /'still unconventional in the current software radios. We propose
a multi/dual antenna based SCA compliant radio to solve this
WLANi2§ t /
yE^N N\2
GPRS
WLAN 2
GPRS I
issue. We discuss about configuring multiple physical
_____
/
~~~~~interfaces first and then delve into our solution, because
configuring and switching interfaces is basic task of our
solution.
A.
Multi/DualAntenna
Software Radio
A
utlulnenbsdotaeai
Figure 1: Spatially overlapping networks
is
Multi/dual antenna indispensable for zero packet loss
We name the protocol stack switching as network hot during Network Hot Swap. Packet loss occurs in SDR due to
swapping, characterized by zero packet loss and zero latency long delay for configuration of one antenna for network
gained without any external infrastructure. Our mechanism switching. We can continue full-duplex operation through one
involves the physical layer, LLC layer and network layer. In antenna while configuring the other one for another network.
this paper, we will discuss only about IP in the network layer Thus we may achieve zero packet loss during network
to prove our concept. By definition, our solution involves both switching.
hardware and software hot swapping. Actually, the only
Above the antenna we provide Modem Configuration
hardware part in a software radio is the antenna. As it is not Module, which configures the antennas for different
possible to configure a single antenna to receive two waveforms and for different protocols by associating
waveforms simultaneously, we propose software radios with appropriate modulators and demodulators with them. A Hot
multi/dual antenna. Multiple antennas are indispensable for Swap Decision Manager works on top of the Modem
network hot swap capable software radio. We configure two Configuration Module to decide when to initiate the swap.
antennas for two different network protocols at the same time,
continue the parallel communication for a while, and then turn
one protocol off.
We imagine a scenario where several wireless networks are
operating and they overlap in places (Fig. 1). A user may roam
Nib >
in these networks. While roaming several situations may occur.
A user may change the cell of same type of network e.g.
M odn>,t,,ol
UI
WLAN1 to WLAN2, which is called horizontal handoff.
_
nfi
Horizontal handoff is easily achievable as the protocol itself
provides the handoff mechanism. However, when the user
Figure 2: Network Swap Decision Manager
moves to a different network e.g. WLAN2 TO GPRS or GPRS
to WLAN2, technical as well as economic criteria come into B H
ot
Md ei
play. We want to provide seamless network switching in this
A weSap
As
have dision
discussed
in the introduction that we want to
environment considering the contexts:
provide
network hot swapping based on the contexts: mobility,
* Mobility
availability of heterogeneous networks and the cost for using
* Heterogeneous Networks
the network. So, that way, seamless network switching also
* Cost of network connectivity (e.g. GPRS, WLAN becomes context aware, which is a motto of ubiquitous
etc. may have different usage cost per unit time)
computing. Generally, a network switching occurs when user is
In The later sections we will be elaborating our idea.
moving to some direction and the mobile host usually switches
to the best available network. The best available network
II. OUR PROPOSAL
means, the network with strongest signal coverage and/or
Our assumption is that user is communicating over the network with higher bandwidth.
internet using SCA compliant radio. With the SCA complaint
The switching may be decided based on the cost also.
radio, suppose the user was transferring a file over the internet. Suppose the user was watching an online video stream on the

bcased
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WLAN. There was a GPRS network present there. However,
due to high cost of GPRS, the user did not use it. But suddenly
the WLAN becomes congested or packet error rate increases in
WLAN, so the user switches to GPRS.
All these factors can be put in an equation or as the
parameters of some policies to provide some context
awareness. The context change decision can be made by the
user exclusively also. But we think that automated decision
making and quick switching is more desirable than explicit
user intervention.
Network Swap decision Manager (Fig.2) monitors the
interfaces by taking signal strengths and other parameters from
Modem Control Module. The manager may take some input
from the operating system also. It can have some previous
policies set inside it. Based on the previously set option,
manager will take a decision to switch the network or may
prompt to the user for explicit consent. After the decision is
made, manager instructs the Modem Control Module to
instantiate a new modem and initializes it.
C. New Modem Configuration
After the Hot Swap Decision Manager instructs the Modem
Control Module to swap networks, the Modem Control Module
initiates a New Modem Configuration (see Fig. 3):
* Modem Control Module instructs the antenna module
to free one antenna and antenna 2 is separated
Modem Control Module confi gures Modem 2 and

in tu rn

*
*

Then Modem 2 acquires an IP address.
The IP address is in turn passed to Modem Control
Module which passess the IP
address to upper
layer.
If
l
If
the
our IP Lev
d t
then
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The same way any communicating modem can be stopped
by the Modem Configuration Module, if the decision comes
from the Network Swap Decision Manager. Now we discuss
our solution IP Level Middleware for Hot Swapping:
our sun Le ie
D. IP Level Middlewarefor Hot Swapping
We assume that Mobile host (MH) can receive data through
multiple wireless protocols simultaneously (i.e. WLAN, GPRS,
CDMA). MH can measure channel information for different
wireless protocols while receiving/transmitting data and then
the user or the Hot Swap Decision Manager decides to change
the network. When the MH changes the network, it also
changes the IP address. We assume that there is no external
infrastructure support. The base station may or may not
transmit using multiple interfaces. We say that by deploying
our IP Level Hot Swapping Middleware (HSM), the mobile
hosts can still switch the networks seamlessly with zero packet
loss.
D.1 Hot SwappingArchitecture (Fig. 3)
IP Layer gives the packet to IP Level Hot Swap Middleware
(HSM), considering it as an LLC component. IP Level
Middleware duplicates the packet for the second interface and
gives it to Modem Control Module. So, IP Level Middleware is

also an IP Level component to the Modem Control Module
(UML diagram in Fig.4 clarifies the object relationships).
Modem Control Module gives the packets to the appropriate
interfaces to transmit the packets. When packets come from
two different interfaces to the IP Level Middleware, it just
looks at the destination port of the packet to decide the
recipient application.
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Figure 3: Hot Swapping Architecture
The two parallel interfaces are intended to continue for a
for providing smooth switching. IP Level Middleware
acts as a MAC layer to the IP layer and as an IP Layer to the
Modem Control Module. Modem Control Module is actually a
layer (LLC) specially implemented for application with
hot swapping. Applications willing to have network hot
swappings
protool to hal compot
swapping should make a protocol stack with usual components
the Modem Control Module and IP Level Middleware.
In this architectural description, now we describe the flow of
intercommunication within the components. The Network
Swap Decision Manager instructs the Modem Control Module
to instantiate a new modem and it does so. Then a type of
handshaking is performed between the IP Level Middleware to
make them aware of this switching. After the handshaking,
parallel two interfaces are kept open for a while and then the IP
Level Middleware decides to stop one modem. Another
handshaking is performed between the middleware on this
occasion. Then, it instructs the Modem Control Module to stop
one interface. We had discussed how a new modem is
configured in an earlier section. So, we start from handshaking.
D.2 Handshaking between the Middleware

while

.\AC
eplus

Middleware in SCA Compliant Radio sends a special IP
packet to the counterpart. The packet format is simple and can
be in the format: <Hot swap, parallel ,ipl, ip2>. Middleware
in the other communicating host, after getting the packet, keeps
the IP pair as a hot swapping pair. It then sends an
acknowledgement to SCA compliant radio by both interfaces.
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The rest of the IP packets come through the second modem
and the IP Middleware replaces ip2 with ipl in the destination
field of the packet before giving it to upper layer.

Once the handshaking is performed, communication starts.
This time packet is sent over both the interfaces. There are two
parties in this scenario.

III. EVALUATION
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Figure 4: UML Diagram of IP Level Middleware and Modem Control Module

D. 3 Packet Sending Scenario.- SCA Compliant Radio End
Application gives data to IP Layer to send. IP Layer creates
IP packets and gives it to IP Level Middleware. Middleware
duplicates the packets (creates another packet with source
address replaced by the new/second IP). The packets are then
given to Modem Control Module. Modem Control Module
gives the packets to appropriate Modems (mapping IP to 11A~C
address). Modems make physical frames and transmit them in
the physical media.
The IP Level Middleware in the other radio gets two packets
from same source but takes only the first packet and discards
the second.
D.|4 Packet Sending Scenario.i Counterpart
Packets in the second radio's middleware are also duplicated
for two different destination IP addresses of SCA compliant
radio and then given to lower level protocol stack for
transmission. When the SCA compliant radio receives both the
tefis itoem.
packets,
keeps only the first packet.
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Figure 5: Simulation model for evaluation of our scheme
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change of IP address and before a handoff takes place; there
may be a period of disconnection.
We use the popular OMNET++ simulator [14] for
evaluations. The wireless protocols being simulated are IEEE
802. 11 or some variants of it - all operating at a data rate of 2
Mbps. Also, in order to avoid simulation complexity without
loss of generalization, we simulated the wireless networks and
the server as connected to a common switch. Our mobile host
takes a random path or direction in this simulated area. Upon
reaching the boundary of simulation field, the host changes its
direction and starts moving again.

B.2 Throughput
Throughput is calculated as the amount of data transferred
per unit time. Suppose we transfer m bytes of data in t seconds.
Then the throughput ofthis t second transmission, T is:
T= m/t
(1)
In our results, we show the throughput values for each one
second long time slice.
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Figure 9: Access point data traffic pattemfor multi antenna HSM SDR
B.3 Access Point or Base Station Thaffic
This is measured as the pattern of effective data traffic that
flows from each access point to the mobile host under the
handoff scenarios. We measure this in no of frames for each
access points.

__l
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Figure 7: Throughput per each one second interval
B. Performance Metrics
C Simulation Results
We use the following performance metrics for evaluation of
We carry out experiments through simulations of a large
our proposed framework under the simulation environment of FTP session from the server to the mobile host. It has been
section 4.1:
proved in our simulations that with its Hot Swapping
Middleware (HSM) based two antenna support, our mobile
B.1 AcknowledgedDataSequences
This is measured as the sequence numbers of data segments host SDR continues to receive data even at the occurrence of a
that have been acknowledged by the receiver. In case of TCP, handoff. On the other hand, the conventional SDR fails to
it is simply the segment sequence number in the maintain connectivity during these times that result in a
Acknowledgement field.
degraded performance. For the sake of a fair comparison, we
assume that in conventional approach, the mobile host will
adopt some mechanism like mobile IP or USHA [11l] in order
to continue the session even after a handoff and corresponding
0
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change of IP address. We conducted sets of experiments that
for 100 seconds of simulated time.
Cl Acknowledged Data Sequences
In Fig. 6, we show a comparison between the sequence numbers of
acknowledged data during the FTP session using our dual antenna
middleware assisted SDR solution and the conventional SDR We
observe that with our HSM, the sequence number curve is a straight
line without any breaks. That means, with dual antenna HSM, SDR
does not get affected by the handoff To the contrary, without our
HSM, conventional SDR shows breaks in transmission during each
handoff due to disconnections. As we can observe from the curves
that at the end ofthis 100 sec simulation, our USM scheme results in
run

more than

25%, i.e., a significant increase in acknowledged data than

conventional SDR

C.2 Throughput
Fig.7 shows variation of throughput with time. Here also, we
observe that dual antenna HSM supported SDR maintains a
consisten
throughput
without
without
consistent
average tnroughput
any significant
significant
at
time.
To
the
conventional
contrary,
scheme,
degradation any
although, sometimes maintains an average throughput value, it
degrades to zero throughput at times of handoff The reason is,
during handoff related disconnection, there is no transfer of
data. This ultimately leads to a low yield in total or overall
throughput.
C.3 Access Point or Base Station Traffic
average

Fig.* 8and

Fig.

any

9 show the effective traffic pattern at

different APs before and after handoffs in cases of
conventional SDR and dual antenna HSM SDR respectively.
Here again, we observe that in conventional case, no AP
Whle in
transfersdata
in the
during handoff
transfers
data traffic
traffic to
to the
the SDR
SDR during
handoff. While
the
case of HSM SDR, there is no break in effective traffic. That is,
whenever there is a switch of networks, the new AP starts
transmitting data immediately. For example, in case of the
handoff at 25 sec between AP2 and AP3, Fig. 8 shows some
gap for AP3 to take over. However in Fig. 9, AP3 starts
functioning immediately.
IV. CONCLUSION
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In summary, we provide a solution for network hot swapping
for SCA complaint radio. We also incorporate context
awareness in taking the swap decision. The basis of our
solution is software radio with multiple (e.g. double) antennas.
Multiple antennas enable SDR to have a standby antenna that
can be configured to a different protocol while the other
antenna is still operating using the current communication
protocol. Thus, we achieve zero configuration time and zero
packet loss during network switching. We exclude the
requirement for external proxy or middleware by including an
IP Level Middleware for Hot Swapping. Simulation results
show that our Hot Swap Middleware effectively solves the
network hot swapping problem.
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